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VaxViews

- One online location for vaccination coverage information
  - Access to vaccination coverage estimates, downloadable datasets, publications and resources, and other relevant information (objectives, targets, and indicators)
  - Data displays
    - Software supports interactive data figures
      - Focus on awardee data
    - Not a data query system
VaxViews

- Immunization Managers home page
- Vaccines home page
- VaxView home page

Next Steps

- Refining the existing pages
  - Consistency
  - Grammar
- Developing “quick views” to guide viewers through the interactive views
- Expanding the VaxViews
  - Interactive application
    - State profiles
    - Including the local data on the interactive views
    - Other immunization program data
- Posting on the ISD Awardee SharePoint Portal
  - Program Manager access
Request

- Need feedback
  - What data do you need to be posted?
  - How can we make the data more accessible?
    - Limitations with current software
- Contact VaxView@cdc.gov
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